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Lee seung-hoon girlfriend

Lee Seunghoon, winner, admits dating a well-known K star. Hoony also shared his tips about a dating celebrity. Photo by maetamong/Instagram K-pop artists are known to be distant when the topic about who they have dated in the past and who they are dating at the moment are brought to the fore. This is not the case
for winning member Lee Seunghoon. Hoony opened up about his personal life on the recent episode of MBC's Radio Star. He admitted that he dated a celebrity in the past. Although he did not say the person's name, he confirmed that she is still considered an all-time star today. So he offered some tips on how to date a
famous person. The K-pop idol said the most important thing is to always keep the relationship discreet. Even talking about it here to laugh can be detrimental to that person. So I'm cautious. That's as much as I'm going to say, he said carefully. It was previously reported that Hoony dated Korean actress Park Bo Young.
Besides her, it seems that Seunghoon has done an excellent job of keeping the identity of their meeting a secret. The second tip of the K-pop idol is to be patient. He said two celebrities could go on a date in public places, but when the other disagrees, the other should not question why. Seunghoon added that respecting
your partner's decision is very important in a relationship. Hoony's last tip is to love sincerely. You must really love this person. His heart is the most important, he said. When host Cha Tae Hyun noticed that it appears that the singer and the celebrity he's talking about are no longer together, the winning rapper confirmed
that they are not. He added that it had been a one-sided relationship, but he did not elaborate on the matter. In addition to WINNER and his Inner Circle fans, Seunghoon is only committed to one living thing for now - his dog Haute. But Hoony previously described his ideal type. He said he'd like to have a trendy
girlfriend. The singer is also attracted to a woman who has a strong personality and has an opinion of her own. Meanwhile, WINNER released their latest studio album EVERYD4Y along with the title track Everyday in April. It is the band's first album after member Nam Tae Hyun left the group in 2016 and formed their
own band, South Club. The K-pop band will embark on a world tour starting next month. Yoon, Jinu, Mino and Hoony will visit at least eight cities in the region for the Asian leg of their 2018 Tour Everywhere. Tickets for the Seoul show on August 19 will be available from July 12 at 8 p.m.m. KST. As we and Follow us ©
Korea Portal 2020, all rights reserved. It does not reproduce without permission. Tags: Winner, WINNER Lee Seunghoon, HOONY WINNER, WORLD TOUR WINNER 2018 [TRANS] 180405 [NEWSEN] boy tƏ Kpop Star --&gt; Idol self-composed music məəi' The maturity of vencedor Lee Seunghoon that Yang Hyunsuk
also Compliments. /The article is quite long but very good, so read ♥/Member Lee Seunghoon of boy band WINNER (including Kang Seungyoon, Kim Jinwoo, Lee Seunghoon, Song Minho) - who moved from Busan to Seoul at the age of 20 because he loves to dance, dreamed of joining YG Entertainment and made
people know his name through 'Survival Audition Kpop Star 1' which aired on SBS between late 2011 and early 2012. At the time, he sang park jinyoung's song I have a girlfriend. Although he lost the cover on the floor and lost it, because he developed the ability to adapt as if the performance were pre-created, he was
successful. In Rescue Round he had to create a new performance in 30 minutes, and thus won tickets to the inner round of the show by showing his speed to the judges while performing the self-composed rap, and the successful result entered the TOP 4 with Lee Hi, Park Jimin and Baek Ahyeon. When he was
eliminated from the show, Lee seunghoon spoke of his feelings and shed tears, and producer Yang Hyunsuk represented YG Entertainment as a judge when he saw that his image suddenly shed tears. Let's split up in a pleasant atmosphere. Reduce the burden you are carrying in your heart and re-recognize the world
of professionalism. Yang Hyunsuk signed a quick contract with Lee Seunghoon in May 2012. Lee Seunghoon's greatest weapon is a distinctive feature not found in ordinary people. Although he is not a competitor with special talents in singing or raping while performing, Yang Hyunsuk decided to recruit for the company
because of his desire to develop strongly. In fact, Lee seunghoon is taking center center of the group's performances as direct choreography, starting with the theme choreography 'Empty' from WINNER's debut album '2014 S/S' released in 2014, and 'FOOL' – the caption of the single 'FATE NUMBER FOR' released last
April. In addition, in the case of the choreography of the title track 'EVERYDAY' from the second album 'EVERYD4Y' released in April, although the main choreography was created by foreign dancers, it is believed that it was Lee Seunghoon who shared positive ideas with the dancers to elaborate, adjusting the
choreography so that it was possible to harmonize naturally on the live stage. During a press conference celebrating the release of the new album was held at a café in Mapo District, Seoul, on April 4. Lee Seunghoon said: In LA this time, I worked with foreign dancers and edited and shared ideas with about 2 teams.
Anyway, since we're singers, we're going to sing and dance, so the choreography will be a little different from the choreography that choreographed the dancers. To be live and able to dance naturally I came up with many ideas in this section. However, foreign dancers are not yet proficient in performing on gayo stages,
so I participated in many ideas in this section. Also, when he joined YG he started learning rap through the hiphop environment of this company. In fact, (Seunghoon) has less experience than Song Minho, who debuted with him. However, thanks to repeated perseverance and practice, Seunghoon grew up as a rapper
without feeling short of other rappers today. Since his debut, he has persevered both in writing rap lyrics directly and in promoting his skills. For now, Seunghoon has developed the image so quickly that it has been judged close to the unique magic of rap that only Lee Seunghoon can do. Occasionally under the title of
Deputy General Lee YG team plan, Seunghoon works in the office where yg personal plan work practically instead of studio or gym, he is also a talent for coming up with ideas related to winner activities. About this, in a recent interview Lee Seunghoon said The ideas I came up with were very interesting. I often go to the
office with the company employees. People said they weren't used to watching me be on TV. They asked why our vice president Lee went to work was always sloppy, but why he appeared on TV (so beautiful). If to define who Lee Seunghoon is in the last 4 years is What he comes from Kpop Star, 'Vice President Lee of
YG', then now seems to add tittle 'Self-composed Idol'. Meanwhile, Kang Seungyoon - leader and vocalist of the group, who composed the songs on the winner album, rapper Song Minho achieved the lead role. At the same time, after working hard, Seunghoon finally included the first two songs he wrote in four years
through the album 'EVERYD4Y'. Lee Seunghoon said: I have been working constantly on music before, which has finally been included on this album. Every time I write a song, I often follow feelings, every time I get a lot of help from Kang Seungyoon, it will help me adjust that. When I said thank you to Seungyoon, she
just said I'm just commenting and said I'm a vocalist anyway, so I just talk from the perspective of a vocal about the melody of the song that rappers do. The number 10 song SPECIAL NIGHT is a song that Lee Seunghoon wrote alongside Song Minho and composed with Kang Ukjin. An autotune and talkbox opening,
exquisitely created in the impressive disco genre. The next song to be included at number 11 RAINING was also written by Lee Seunghoon along with Song Minho and composed with Kang Ukjin. This is an impressive pop song, recreating the image of dark and rainy cloudy weather, immersing listeners in sadness
thanks to the harmonious harmony of tight textures and emotional melodies. The vast majority of music fans who received this song with the idea of not listening to this is the first product, listening to the music makes them feel soft and fresh. Yang Hyun Suk is notoriously tough and is rumored not to regret the song that
Lee Seunghoon composed. Kang Seungyoon said: There is a very interesting story about Lee Seunghoon's music being included on the album. After a long week of recording new songs, we sent them all to the president for review. There were about two of his songs and after sending them, we received praise. The
president praised us that the style of each winning member is very different so it is very interesting and the album is very well perfected. Mino and I wrote a lot and sent the song to the president for consideration too, but we never received such compliments. Thanks to its distinctive style of creation, we were praised. I feel
grateful to him for his hard work in doing. To receive The president's compliments are not easy at all, so we feel very happy. Source: Cre pic: moment.movement
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